respectively, and the theoretical frequency response curves are shown in Fig. 4 (dottcd curve). The actual impulse response and frequency response are shown in Fig. 4 (solid curve), rcspectively. The results show clearly that bipolar transversal filtcrs have been successfully realised all-optically using our proposed scheinc and that thc measured filter performance agrees fairly well with the theorctical calculation. 
Conclusion:
A novel tnnablc all-optical bipolar delay line filter scheme has been proposed. It comprises an injection-locked F-P laser and a tunable FBG delay line to iinplemenl both posilivc and negative taps. Thc recursivc and non-recursive filtering functions arc realised by simply tuning the FBGs to arijiist the positions of the poles and zeros of the transfer function. We have experimentally demonstrated bipolar traiisversal tillers using this scheme and the filter pcrformancc agrees well with the thcoretical calculation. I1 is expectcd that the Same principlc can be similarly applied to other all-optical bipolar tapping techniqucs. In this Letter we demonstrate a compact multi-wavelength fibre Rainan sonrcc pumped by thc visible system based on a IOW seeded ytterbium fibre amplifier and frequency up conversion in periodically poled KTP (PPKTP). Thc design of the visiblc 532nm sceded ytterbium-based sourcc has been described elsewhere [7] and is shown in Fig. I . The source was capable of operating at repetition rates lrom 150kHz to 25MHz, with pulse duration from S00ps to 311s. The PPKTP crystal was Icm long AR-coated and had a 9" poling period for first-order quasi-phase-matched second-harmonic generation at 1064nin. First, we investigated cascaded Raman generation in a singlepass configuration The output of the sourcc was coupled into a 250m long, singlcmode fibre with the cut-off wavelength below 530nm and with angle cleaved fibre ends lo eliminate the Fresnel reflcction in the fibre. The coupling cfficiency of the pump was 43%. The output was coupled into the optical spectrum analyser.
To be able to generate the highest Raman orders, the pump pulse pararnetcrs were chosen taking into account a necessary trade-off betwcen the pulsc duration, repctition rate and the avcrage output power of the ytterbium seedcd source. There are three contributing factors here. First, because of the dispersion of the fibre of -500ps/nmlkkm at 532nm and due to the corresponding temporal walk-off along 250m of the fibrc length, an efficient energy trans-fer betweeu the pump and Raman shifted pulses could be achieved only with pulse durations longcr than -1 ns. Secondly, to maintain the nccessary peak power in the fibre pumped by nanosecond 532nm pulses, low pulsc rcpctition rates had to be used. Thirdly, at repetition rates below 1 MHz the saturation level of the IOW ytterbium amplifier increases, leading to a risc in thc ASE lcvel and to a corresponding reduction in the conversion efficiency of the PPKTP because of the narrow, 0.7nm, quasi-phasc-matching bandwidth of the crystal. This also liniitcd the use of the Ibll gain of the amplifier. Taking these kictors inlo account, the visible ytterbium source was seeded with 3.211s pulses at a 0.7MHz repctition rate. In this rcgime, thc tnaximuin avcrage output power 01' the source at 532nm was I .2W, which allowed for 516111W average powcr coupled into the fibre. At a peak power threshold of XW, the first Stokcs wavc was generated at 544nm. The wave had a Raman shift of approximately lbiim, which is in agreement with thc cxpectcd 440cm-1 shift in the silica [XI. At 1X7W pump peak powcr in thc fibrc, nine
Stokes ordcrs with 121nW average output power were generated covering a 132nin wide wavelength range in the visible rangc (Fig. 2) . The power thresholds required for generation of thc first to ninth Stokes wavcs are listcd in Tablc I . With shorter 8XOps pump pulscs at a 2.7MHz repetition rate and 149mW of fibrelaunched average power, only four Ramaii orders werc gcncratcd due to the dispersion temporal walk-off in thc 250m of fibre. At the fibre output, a tcmporal walk-off of 1.711s was recorded betwccn the pump and the first Stokes pulse, which corresponded to a dispersion value of about 500psiidkin (scc Fig. 3 ).
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We investigated the wavelength tuning range of the visible Raman source using a ring cavity configtiration (see Fig. I ). The fundamental resonant frequency of the cavity, corresponding to the round trip of the 532nin pump pulses, was 805kHz. The reduction in the pump energy transfer in the higher Raman orders due to the walk-off effect could be effectively compctisatcd by raising the repetition rate of the pump sowce. This resulted in the redistribution of the spectral power density between the output Stokes waves, as compared to the single-pass c generation, and allowed the wavelength of the Rainan visible source to be tuned. Fig. 4 illustrates the powcr distribution across the four Stokes waves as a function of thc pump source repetition rate using 3.211s pump pulses and 75mW avcragc pump power in the fibrc. In thc ring cavity configuration with the optical feedback provided, thc values of the threshold power of Raman generation for the first four Stokes waves wcrc measured and were found to be nearly half of those in thc single-pass experiment (see Tablc 1) .
We identified several problcms in thc ring cavity configuration uscd in our experiment. Owing to ii high pump coupling loss and nearly 30dBikm loss in the fibre at 532111n, the pump-repetitiourate-dependcnt discrimination 01' the non-resonant Stokes waves was limited. Indeed, the tuuiiig of the repetition rate from 805 to X14kHz stibsequeutly led to 61, 62, 49 and 43% of the overall output power concentrated i n (he first, sccond, third and the fourth Stokes wavcs (SCC Fig. 4) . Wc plan to correct these drawbacks by using shorter fibre cavity lengths with highcr power sub-nanosecoiid pulses, and by developing an all-fibre format cavity dcsign using fibre-end coated dichroic mirrors. To conclude, we have demonstrated a fibre-based broad visible range source bascd on cascaded Ranian down-frequency conversion in a singlemode fibre. Nine Rainan orders wcrc gcncrated over 130nm in the visible range. Thc tunability of the Raman source was demotistrated in a ring cavity configuration by varying the repetition rate of lhe synchronous pump. 
